
Shaky hands, limited mobility in the neck or the 
lack of a functional second hand rob people with 
impairments of their independence when eating 
and drinking. Obvious eating aids can make those 
affected feel excluded or exposed when eating to-
gether, which can lead to refusal to eat. 

The colourful and functional tableware from  
ORNAMIN compensates for illness-related impair-
ments and promotes independent eating and drin-
king - without stigmatizing. The aids incorporated 
into the design are not recognizable at first glance 
and can be used intuitively. 
This significantly increases the acceptance of tho-
se affected and boosts their self-esteem, enabling 
them to participate in meals independently and as 
normal. Eating together is simply more enjoyable 
and improves quality of life is improved. 

MUGS WITH INTERNAL CONE
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STROKE
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NON-SLIP BOARDS

Food preparation aid

PLATES AND BOWL
WITH SLOPED BASE

EATING INDEPENDENTLY 
TASTES BEST

non-slip ring sloped base

protruding lip

cup with 
internal cone

conventional cup

make eating easier due to: 
• a sloped inner base 
• an inconspicuous protruding lip 
• non-slip ring on the base ensures the 
 plate doesn´t slide 
• intuitively usable by left and 
 right-handers
• available in three sizes
 Ø 27 cm, Ø 20 cm, Ø 15.5 cm

• easy to drink out of due to cone  
 shaped inner cup
• ergonomically shaped handles for 
 a secure grip
• cups with small or large ergonomic handle 
• Keep-warm function maintains temperature
• intuitively usable by left and 
 right-handers
• can be combined with an ORNAMIN 
 drinking lid

• a non-slip ring on the base ensures 
 a firm stand
• raised edge on three sides prevents 
 the bread from slipping 
• the preparation aid is the ideal ad- 
 dition for bread rolls and other foods
• Non-slip boards and the preparation 
 aid can be used with one hand
• intuitively usable by left and 
 right-handers



Anja, leader of a self-help group: 

In our self-help group for children 
who have had strokes and their 
parents, eating with a disability 
is a recurring theme. I came across ORNAMIN 
tableware through some acquaintances. Many 
affected families in our self-help group now use, 
the plate with the Sloped Base, the cup with 
Non-Slip Flower and the Non-Slip Board by OR-
NAMIN. The invisible supportive features enable 
self-sufficient eating in spite of motor restrictions 
and make the everyday life of people who 
have suffered strokes easier.’

Birte, stroke patient:

‘In the first few years following my 
stroke, I was very tired and floppy. 
It was difficult for me to go th-
rough everyday life only using the left and a not 
fully functional right hand. On some days I can 
now even hold things steady with my left hand 
and cut with my right. It‘s really hard but I prac-
tise a lot. ORNAMIN tableware really helps me in 
this. It makes my everyday life easier and gives 
me a bit of independence back because I‘m 
no longer dependent on other people – that‘s 
what I call freedom.’

ORNAMIN EATING- AND DRINKING
AIDS

A stroke, also known as apoplexy, cerebral insult or 
cerebral infarction, is a disease that can occur com-
pletely out of the blue. Nothing is the same anymore 
- from one minute to the next, a stroke changes your 
entire life. And frequently, not only that of the person 
directly affected. While urgent help is needed when 
the symptoms appear, those affected and their re-
latives usually need a lot of patience during rehabi-
litation and care - and good everyday aids. After a 
stroke, it is important to quickly relearn everyday mo-
vements through practice. This also includes eating 
and drinking independently - because it promotes 
self-esteem and enjoyment.

The possible consequences of a stroke, such as he-
miplegia, sensitivity problems with arms and legs, 
and speech and vision problems make it hard for 
many stroke patients and carers to regain a sense 
of equilibrium in everyday life. Things that were a 
regular part of everyday life become a challenge 
– including eating and drinking. This is where the co-
lourful and functional tableware by ORNAMIN can 
help those affected to retain and improve their inde-
pendence. The plates, cups and boards with a uni-
versal design are characterised by their intuitive use. 
The supportive features hidden in the design make 
everyday challenges easier to overcome. Carers 
shouldn‘t make it too easy for those affected by ta-
king over hand movements such as buttering bread 
or ladling soup, even if their actions are well-intenti-
oned.
After all, only through constant practice and trying 
can the lost skills be restored and retained. 
The Stroke Society gives you full information on their 
website and helps you how to deal with a stroke 
whether you are affected or a concerned relative. 
In addition you can find a list on the website with 
local support services in your area. There are a lot of 
people experiencing the same thing and it is often 
helpful to share experiences.

COMES FROM NOWHERE –
BUT CHANGES EVERYTHING 
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FEATURES FOR INDEPENDENT 
EATING AND DRINKING

MORE INFORMATION ABOUT
STROKE

Use this link to view ORNAMIN 
eating and drinking aids/ 

disease patterns.

Follow this link for 
use and care
instructions.

...help with retaining and promoting 
independence thanks to their intuitive 
use (universal design).

...provide orientation for those with 
limited vision thanks to the colourful 
contrasts.

...reenable those affected and there-
fore provides relief for their carers and 
relatives.

...make eating and drinking easier for 
those with limited motor skills in hands, 
arms and neck. 

You can find more information about eating and 
drinking with disabilities at: www.ornamin.co.uk/ 
service/downloads-videos/


